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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that upon the annexed ffidavit of the proposed intervening

plaintiffELENA RUTH SASSOWER, sworn to on June 77,2014, the exhibits annexed thereto,

and upon all the papers and proceedings heretofore had, the proposed intervening plaintiff will

make a motion bofore Supreme Court Justice Alice Schlesinger in Courtroom 272, at the

Supreme Court at 60 Centre Street, New York, New York on July 8, 2014, or as soon thereafter

as the parties or their counsel can be heard for an order:

1. pursuant to CPLR Q2221, granting reargument and renewal of the
proposed intervening plaintiffs order to show cause with TRO and, upon the
granting of same, vacating the Court's April 30, 2014 decision and the April 24,

2014 stipulation of discontinuance it "accept[ed]";

2. pursuant to CPLR $5015(aX3), vacating the stigJarien-ef April
24,2014 stipulation of discontinuance, so-ordered by the Court on April 30,2014,
for "fraud, misrepresentation, or other misconduct of an adverse party";

J.

Governing Judicial Conduct, referring the parties and their



disciplinary and criminal authorities for investigation and prosecution of their
litigation fraud and conflict of interest, established by the proposed intervening
plaintiff s Apnl23,2014 order to show cause to intervene and this motion;

4. for such other and further relief as may be just and proper,

including $100 motion costs pursuant to CPLR $8202.

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that pursuant to CPLR 52214(b), answering

papers, if any, are required to be served at least seven days prior to the Juiy 8, 2014 return date

of this motion, to wit, July 1, 2014, by e-mail and regular mail.

Dated: White Plains, New York
}une T7,2014

dw<___
ELENA RUTH SASSO Proposed Intervening
Plaintiff, Pro Se, individually and as Director of the

Center for Judicial Accountability, Inc., and on
behalf of the People of the State of New York & the

Public Interest
10 Stewart Place, Apartment 2D-E
White Plains, New York 10603
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TO: Assistant Solicitor General Judith Vale

Attorney General Eric T. Schneiderman
120 Broadway,25ft Floor
New York, New York 10271
j udith.vale@ag.ny. eov

Michael J. Garcia, Esq.
Kirkland & Ellis, LLP
601 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York 10022
michael. garcia@kirkland.som
adam.holland@kirland. com

Marc Kasowitz, Esq.
Kasowitz, Benson, Torres & Friedman, LLP
1633 Broadway, New York, New York 10019

mkasowitz@kasowitz. com
i rec ine@.kasowitz.com



Jay K. Musoff, Esq.
Loeb & Loeb, LLP
345 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10154
jrnusoff@loeb.com



SUPREME COI'RT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COTINTY OF NEW YORK

NEW YORK STATE SENATE, NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY,
DEAN G. SKELOS and JEFFREY D. KLEIN, as members and as

Temporary Presidents of the New York State Senate, and
SHELDON SILVER, as member and as Speaker of the
New York State Assembly, Index #16094112013

Affidavit
Plaintiffs,

-v-

KATHLEEN RICE, WILLIAM J. FITZPATRICK, and
MILTON L. WILIAMS, Jr. in their official capacities as

Co-Chairs of the Moreland Commission on Public Comrption
and THE MORELAND COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE
PUBLIC CORRUPTION,

:::111:_..._ _ ._._.____._.__x

STATE OF NEW YORK )
COI-INTY OF WESTCHESTER ) ss.:

ELENA RUTH SASSOWER, being duly swom deposes and says:

1. I am the pro se proposed intervening plaintiff in this declaratory judgment action,

fully-familiar with all the facts, papers, and proceedings heretofore had and submit this affidavit in

support of the relief sought by my accompanying notice of motion.

2. This motion is timely. On May 13,2014, Assistant Solicitor General Judith Vale,

actingon behalf of Attorney General Eric Schneiderman, as "Attorney for Defendants", served me,

by mail, with a'Notice of Entry"(Exhibit 8-a)t which purported to annex:

'oa true and correct copy of the Order in the above-entitled proceeding
duly entered in the Office of the Clerk of the Supreme Court of the
State of New York, County of New York, on the 30th day of April,
2014." (Exhibit 8-b, underlining added).

I This affidavit continues the sequence of exhibits that was begun by my April 23, 2014 affidavit in
support of my order to show cause with TRO, which annexed Exhibits 1-7.



3. I do not believe that the document annexed to the "Notice of Entry" is an order. It

consists ofthis Court's five-sentence decision, dated April30,2014,on a one-page form (Exhibit 8-

b). It is not entitled "Order", does not have any ordering language or decretal paragraphs in it, and is

not in conformity with CPLR $2219(a), which requires that

"An order determining a motion made upon supporting papers
shall...recite the papers used on the motion".

No papers are recited, notwithstanding the decision "determin[ed] a motion made upon supporting

papers". This is stated to be "Motion Seq. No. 002", to wit,my April 23,2014 order to show cause

with TRO to intervene to prevent mootness, etc., which the Court declined to sign.

4. The Court's failure to render an order on "Motion Seq. No. 002"2 takes on added

significance as my order to show cause established that a person who was not a party had an interest

in the subject matter of the action. Pursuant to CPLR $3217(a), this precluded a voluntary

discontinuance ofthis action by stipulation and mandated an "order ofthe court", pursuant to CPLR

$32 I 7(b).

5. Without citing CPLR 53217 and without using the word order, the April 3A,2014

decision simply states "This Court is accepting the Stipulation that was submitted".

6. As hereinafter demonstrated" the Court has "overlooked or misapprehended" ALL the

facts, 1aw, and legal argument I presented at oral argument and by my order to show cause to

' By contrast, motion sequence 001, which is defendants'motion to dismiss plaintiffs' complaint, was
disposed of, on the same day, by a different one-page form, one with prewritten ordering language: "Upon the
foregoing papers, it is ordered that this motion is", followed by the handwritten continuation: "resolved
pursuant to the Stipulation of Discontinuance filed under Index No. 16087 6113, Mot. Seq. 001 .' (Exhibit l6-
a). The Court used this same one-page form with prewritten ordering lanquage for the referred-to case and
motion sequence-though striking the prewritten word'omotion" and substifuting the word "proceeding" so
that it reads "Upon the foregoing papers, it is ordered that this [] proceeding is resolved pursuant to the
accompanying Stipulation of Discontinuance executed by all counsel and approved by this Court" (Exhibit 16-
b). The accompanying stipulation, never sent to me by the Court or served upon me by counsel, was o'so-

ordered" by the Court on April 30, 2014 (Exhibit 16-b(1)).



intervene to prevent mootness, etc. Although this is grounds for reargument, it also supports renewal

because it manifests that the Court was actually biased and duty-bound to have disqualified itself.

This is a "new fact[] not offered on the prior motion that would change the prior determination". My

"reasonable justification" for not having questioned the Court's fairness and impartiality "on the

prior motion" is that litigants are supposed to have confidence that judges have sufficient self-

knowledge to recognize when their biases and interests make it improper for them to sit on a case.

7 " Annexed is an analysis ofthe Court's April 30, 2014 decision that I have written and

to whose truth I swear (Exhibit l7). I incorporate it by reference in support of both reargument and

renewal as it demonstrates that the decision is insupportable, factually and legally, substantively and

procedurally - and that no fair and impartial tribunal could have rendered it. As shown, the decision

(Exhibit 8-b) cites no law to support what the Court has done: declining to sign my order to show

cause to intervene to contest mootness, etc. in favor of the stipulation of discontinuance, which it

"accept[s]" without "terms and conditions" and by:

o falsely making it appear that the stipulation preceded the order to show cause,

when it did not;

o falsely purporting that the stipulation had been signed by "counsel for all the
parties", when it was not; and

o falsely asserting that "As the situation here is unique and not likely to recur
in precisely the same manner, no exception to the doctrine of mootness
exists", which is sua sponte, in addition to conclusory and unsupported by a
single fact.

8. Notwithstanding the decision begins with the words: "After hearing oral argument on

April 28, 2014" (Exhibit 8-b), the transcript of the April28, 2014 orul argument itself exposes the



utter indefensibility of the decision - and its obliteration of ALL the facts, law, and legal argument

establishing as much that I presented directly to the Court at the oral argument (Exhibit l4).3

9. As for the facts, law, and legal argument which I presented by.ny '!apers", also ALL

obliterated by the decision, it seems obvious that the Court did not read them - and its leaving blank

the section for recitation of "papers.. .read on this motion" reinforces this.

10. Certainly, any fair and impartial tribunal reading my order to show cause would have

reacted, strongly, to its particularized showing that counsel for both plaintiffs and defendants had

materially deceived the Court by their unsworn court submissions in a manner "prejudicial to proper

determination of the important separation of powers constitutional issues" (moving affidavit, tf2) -

and raising threshold issues as to the propriety of Michael Garcia, Esq., of Kirkland & Ellis, LLP, to

be representing both plaintiffs Senate and Temporary Senate President Skelos and Marc Kasowitz,

Esq., of Kasowitz, Benson, Torres & Friedman, LLP, to be representing bothplaintiffs Assembly and

Assembly Speaker Silver because ofthe divergent interests of their individual and collective clients

on the constitutional, separation of powers issues - and mootness (moving affidavit, !J3).

1 1. Yet, at the oral argument the Court did not comment, let alone condemn, the litigation

fraud of counsel for plaintiffs and defendants, laid out by nearly the entirety of my 41-page moving

Annexed hereto as exhibits are the newspaper articles to which I referred at the oral argument:

Exhibit 15-a: "AG 'surprised' Gov. Cuomo shut down anti-coruuption commission sofasf',
NY Daily News, April 24,2014 (Ken Lovett) - (Tr. 14-15)

Exhibit 15-b: "Cuomo on Moreland tampering: It's my commission",
Crains NY Business Week, April 24,2A14 (Chris Bragg) - (Tr. 30)

Exhibit 15-c: "Andrew Cuomo's Tonffum",
New York Times. April 24, 2014 (Eleanor Randolph) - (Tr. 30)

Exhibit l5-d: "Gov. Cuomo: I didn't interfere with anti-corruption ponel...
but if I did, it's my prerogative",
NY Daily News., April 24,2014 (Ken Lovett) - (Tr. 30).



affidavit in support of my order to show cause. Nor did the Court make the slightest inquiry whether

"all the parties" were represented and about counsel's conflicts of interest- even as the appearances

and non-appearances of counsel before it offered dramatic substantiation ofthe questions I had raised

as to the parties and their counsel (Exhibit 14, pp. 3,6-7,16). lnstead, the Court chastised me for

"impugn[ing] the motives of the afforneys", asserting they were oodoing fheir job" atdthx it held

them in o'respect" and "regard". (Exhibit 14,p.34).4 No fair and impartial tribunal could do this -

and fail to recognize that no stipulation ofdiscontinuance could be "accept[ed]" where "[c]ounsel for

all the parties" had not, in fact, signed it or where signing counsel suffered from disqualifying

conflicts of interest, including as to the mootness of the constitutional, separation of powers issues.

Such now, additionally, constitutes grounds for vacatur of the so-ordered stipulation of

discontinuance, pursuant to CPLR $5015(a)(3) for "fraud, misrepresentation, or other misconduct of

an adverse party".s In this regard, it must also be recognized that the Attorney General is more than

In addition to my statements raising questions as to the identity of the plaintiffs and the conflicts of
interests of their counsel (Exhibit 14,pp.3,6-7 ,16) , my repeated statements to the Court at the oral argument
about the litigation misconduct in this case? as demonstrated by my order to show cause, were as follows:

"...they have already documented in their submissions to the Court that they think nothing
about materially misleading the Court as to the pertinent facts." (Exhibit 14, p. 8);

"What is now before the Court is a motion that you should be requiring them to answer
because it raises serious and substantial questions as to the integrity ofthe submissions before

the Court by the Attorney General on behalf of the commission as well as by the plaintiffs.
(Exhibit 14,p.24);

"...the presentation in these papers is seriously substantial on this and rises to a level of fraud

being committed on the court by counsel that was paid by tax dollars, the Attomey General

and counsel representing the leadership of the Senate and Assembly.
I can't imagine anything more serious and when these issues are as profound and far-

reaching as the constitutional separation of powers at issue here..." (Exhibit 14" p.29);

"They would hope [that this case is moot], because it covers up their misconduct. And that

needs to be on the record, that serious misconduct was committed by attorneys paid by tax
dollars, the Attorney General and high-ranking counsel." (Exhibit 14,p.34).

' O, vacating stipulations of discontinuance, see 78 McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York,
David Siegel(2005):



C3217:9 "Discontinuance bv Stipulation": "A stipulation amongparties is notthe best wayto
protect the rights of nonparties which suggests that the court should be receptive to any
application of an interested nonparty who seeks to vacate a stipulation that should not,
because of the party's interest, have been filed."

C3217:10 "Vacating Stipulation ofDiscontinuance": "...ifthe application to vacate is made

by a nonparty whose interests were adversely affected by the discontinuance - interests that
should, under CPLR 3217{a)(2), have precluded the stipulation in the first pace - the
nonparfy's application to vacate should be entertained by mere motion in the presumably
discontinued action.", citng Lehrl v. Hudson Tronsit Lines,76 Misc. 2d 625, 626 (1974).

Also, Longwood Associates v. Board of Assessors, 58 A.D.zd 581, 582, dissent (2nd Dept.

te77)

As to CPLR $5015(aX3), vacatur for "fraud, misrepresentation, or other misconduct of an adverse
parl7r", see Oppenheimer v. Ylestcott,47 N.Y.2d 595,602 (1979):

"...one need not have been aparty to the original action (see, e.g., Bardach tt Mayfair-
Flushing Corp.,49 Misc 2d 380, affd 26 AD2d 620). 'To seek relief from a judgment or
order, all that is necessary is that some legitimate interest of the moving parfy will be served

and thatjudicial assistance will avoid injustice' (5 Weinstein-Korn-Miller, NY Civ Prac, par

501 5. 1 5, p. 50-252)....
Weinstein-Korn-Miller (vol 5, p 50-246) characterizes the independent action as

oobsolete in all but a few peculiar situations 'because of the limited availability of such an
actionandCPLR50l5'sspecific authofizationtovacatejudgmentsonthegroundsof'fraud,
misrepresentation, or other misconduct'. The inclusion in CPLR 5015 (subd [a], par 3) of
'misrepresentation, or other misconduct' is based upon the parallel wording of rule 60 (subd

[b], par [3]) of the Rules of Civil Procedure (US Code, tit 28, Appendix) and broadens the

basis for relief by motion beyond that recognized in prior case law, which required the movant

to establish the commission of a fraud (5 Weinstein-Kom-Miller, NY Civ Prac, par 5015.08,
p 50-234). Though the Advisory Committee notes make clear that the fraud formingthe basis

for a CPLR 5015 motion may be either extrinsic or intrinsic (Third Preliminary Report of
Advisory Comm on Practice & Procedure,p204 [1959]), andthe removal ofthattroublesome
distinction has been applied by analogy to an independent action to set aside a judgment
(Levine v O'Malley,33 AD2d 87 4), it is by no means clear that an independent action can be

based upon misrepresentation or misconduct, as can amotion underCPLR 5015 (subd[a], par
3).

As we view CPLR 5015, it was intended to assure that a broad class of persons, not
limited to parties in the formal sense, could move in the original action on grounds vastly
broader than permitted at common law or under prior practice,m and thus to minimize the

necessity for use of independent procedures of collateral attack upon a judgment."

The annotating ft. 2 is as follows:

"The Third Preliminary Report of the Advisory Committee on Practice and

Procedure (1959) noted, at page 206, that: 'Relief is seldom sought by
means of an independent action since it may only be granted as to extrinsic
fraud and not as to intrinsic fraud [citations omitted], while reliefbased upon

either type of fraud may be obtained by means of a motion in the original
action."'



defense counsel. He is, in fact, part of the defendant Commission, which was empowered and

operated through his offrce.

12. Certainly, too, no fair and impartial tribunal, which had read my papers, could have

asked me - repeatedly - as this Court did, for the words of the declaration I was seeking, when such

was specified by the three causes of action of my proposed verified complaint, accompanying my

intervention order to show cause:

[Exhibit 14, pp. 20-21]

Court: "...I would like you, as much as you possibly can, to verbalize what
declaration you're asking this Court to issue. What I really mean by that is give me

the words that you would want in your fondest desire if this were to be granted,

whatever declaration you would actually want from this Court."

Sassower: '0...The complaint, the proposed complaint has three causes of action and

the first is that, as written, the still-live Executive Order 106 is an unconstitutional
violation of the separation of powers.

I am on page 38 of the complaint and the proposition is that the purposes that
the governor conferred upon the commission, because agun, what are we fuying to
accomplish? We are trying to assure that never again - this is not a one-time it's over
situation. We have a governor who said he did right, he would do it again and he is
inviting other governors to do it again."

Court: "But Ms. Sassower, you are not answering my question. I want you to
explicitly tell me what would be the words of the declaration you would want this
Court to issue if it were granting your application. That's what I want to know.
What would the declaration say?"

Sassower: "First declaration is that stated in paragraph 103."

Court: "103?"

Sassower: "Yes. 'The purposes the governor conferred upon the commission are

actually 'duties of a properly functioning legislature discharging its oversight and

law-making frmctions' and that for such an executive order as he issued to be

constitutional, it would have to have recited the reason for his creation of the
commission; that is, he, again, using words for the public, he stated it was because

the Legislature failed to act, but in the executive order itself, that did not appear."

lExhibit 14,p.22)



Court: "But...I am going to really compel you to be specifie. What do you want me
to declare?"

lExhibit 14,p.231

Court: "I keep saying to you, with all due respect, seriously, that I want you to tell
me what the declaration should say and you don't tell me''.

13. The Court's response to this colloquy, by its decision, was to conceal that this is a

declaratory judgment action and that I had bought a proposed verified complaint for declaratory

judgment on three causes of action.

Disclosure of the Court's Interest & Relationships

14. If, based on the facts, law, and legal argument presented by this afflrdavit and my

incorporated by reference analysis (Exhibit l7),the Court does not grant reargument/renewal, vacata

its April 30,2014 decision (Exhibit 8-b) and, by reason thereof or pursuant to CPLR $5015(a)(3),

vacate the April 24,2014 stipulation of discontinuance it so-ordered (Exhibits l3-c(1); l6-b(1), it

must - consistent with its ethical duty - respond to the particulars herein set forth and disclose the

facts bearing upon the appearance and actuality that it is not a fair and impartial tribunal.

15. It is reasonable to surmise that this Court's actual bias, as manifested by its decision

(Exhibit 8-b), is motivated by its financial interest in covering up the comrption of both plaintiffs and

defendants, detailed by my intervention motion. Such com-rption pivotally involves the27Y, jfiicial

salary increase recommended by the August 29,2011 report of the Special Commission on Judicial

Compensation. Countless paragraphs of my moving affidavit and proposed verified complaint

pertain to the fraudulence, statutory violations, and unconstitutionality ofthatjudicial salary increase,

as established by CJA's October 27,2A11 Opposition Report and the March 30,2A12 verified

eomplaint in CJA v. Cuomo 1, based thereon - and embodied in the succession of comrption

complaints provided to the Commission that are exhibits to the intervention motion.



16. By virtue of the 27% judicial salary inuease, this Court's annual pay has jumped by

nearly $40,000 a year. This includes the third phase of the judicial salary increase that took effect

April 1, 2014, which would have been halted by the Commission had it not been a front for the

Governor and Attorney General, as demonstrated by my order to show cause. Such would be

exposed by a declaratory judgment on the second and third causes of action of my proposed verified

complaint.

17. This Court also has personal and professional relationships with judges and court

personnel who have colluded in the comrption detailed by the comrption complaints involving the

judicial salary increase and the Judiciary's budget, also plainly impacting on its faimess and

impartiality.

18. The Court should also make disclosure about its role in Ms. Vale's filing of the

stipulation of discontinuance on April 24,2014 (Exhibit 13-c(1)).

a. My knowledge on the subject was set fonh at the oral argument (Exhibit 14, p. 10-

ll), at which I stated that I had learned from the Court's electronic docket that at7 p.m. on April22,

2414, Ms. Vale had sent a letter to the Court, which, without disclosing my notice to herthat I would

be presenting an order to show cause to intervene the following day - and without furnishing me

with a copy - requested the Court to "dismiss...the declaratory-judgment complaint as moot"

(Exhibit 10). I stated:

"apparently what seems to have happened, and I do not know exactly
what happened, unknown to me, but it would seem that Your Honor
correctly, if I may say, recognized that there would be something
improper in acting in what could only be regarded as an invitation for
very informal action by the Court." (Exhibit 14, p. 11).

b. I believe that the Court, in declining to act in such an informal fashion, mayhave also

advised Ms. Vale to file a stipulation of discontinuance signed by all counsel. It is certainly hard to



imagine that Ms. Vale, having received my order to show cause with TRO in the morning of April

23,2A14 (Exhibits I 1-a, 11-b, 11-c) * with the Court receiving it at approximately 4 p.m. (Exhibit

12) - would have blithely frled the stipulation of discontinuance the next day without prior clearance

by the Court.

c. According to an informational feature on the Court's e-filipg system, the stipulation

of discontinuance, filed by Ms. Vale (Exhibit 13-c(l)), was "created" on Apnl24,2Al4 at I l:40:15

a.m. and "modified" at3;57:19 p.m."6

d. In that connection, it may be surmised that the reason why Ms. Vale and other counsel

did not concern themselves with showing up at the courthouse in the afternoon of April 23,2014 for

the anticipated oral argument on my order to show cause with TRO is because they knew that the

Court would not be entertaining oral argument - possibly to allow time for a stipulation of

discontinuance to be filed by Ms. Vale with the Court.

Sworn before me this
17.Jn' ofJune 2014

Notary

ZZzz-a@C2tL
ELENARUTM

FRANKIE At,MNNZAR
Notarv l'ublic. Statc of Ncw York

Rcu. No. 04,\l'6ltt79()6
Oualilr,:d itt Ncrv York ('rtrtnfy 

-
Coilmission lrxPircs Sr:Pt' 9' 20 L I

6 The same inforrnational feature revealed that Ms. Vale's Apnl22,20l4 letter to the Court (Exhibit l0) was

"created" and "modified" at 7:01:40 p.m. on that date.
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